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S1: It is a hot topic that it was revealed by the 11th
that the second child was born to actor Shota
Someya and actress Rinko Kikuchi.
U1: That’s a good news.
S2: Shota Someya appeared in the movie called
“The Lion in March: Part 1.”
U2: Right.
S3: There is a way of attacking in Shogi for each
players, and their face express the conflict and
distress in the game. You will be moved and
nailed to the picture.
U3: I want to see it once.
S4: The performance of the casts is the best, so the
video and music are at a satisfactory level.
U4: I’m interested in it.
S5: I think you can enjoy it.

Introduction

Intelligent dialogue systems must be able to produce the utterance that match to the previous utterance of the conversational partner, as well as
the dialogue context more broadly. This context
can be influenced by former utterances, dialogue
participants intentions, focus of interests, and so
many other factors.
Especially, in human-human dialogues, dialogue participants have some purposes with the dialogue even in chat dialogues, e.g., telling some
information and influencing the partner. Based on
the purposes, we humans maintain a coherent dialogue for multiple turns, take care of what the partner thinks, and behave appropriately based on the
former conversation. Handling such factors that
govern the multiple dialogue turns is one of the
biggest issues towards a better dialogue system.
In order to address this issue, it is essential to
analyze multi-turn dialogue data. However, because the recent studies on chat dialogues have
paid most attention to dealing with the variety of
user utterances in open-domain chit-chat, the resultant dialogues are locally appropriate but not
suitable for context-level analysis.
In this study, we propose a new large humanmachine dialogue dataset for Japanese. We constructed a scenario-based movie recommendation
dialogue system and collected 1060 dialogues by
crowdsourcing. Figure 1 shows an example of collected dialogues1 . The system starts the dialogue
with a movie-related topic such as news topic,
introduces a related movie, and presents some
recommendation points. The system produced
mostly natural dialogues, while it also raised some
context-level errors that are worth considering toward a better dialogue system.
1
Examples of dialogues presented in this paper are originally in Japanese and were translated by the authors.

Figure 1: Example of collected dialogue (S is the system and U is the user).
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System Configuration

Figure 2 shows an overview of our proposed system. There are two main components in our
system: a movie database and a dialogue manager. A movie database stores information of
213 movies acquired by web crawling. For each
movie, we prepare the system’s utterances beforehand as a scenario using the information of the
movie database.
To produce natural dialogue, we created scenarios based on the three strategies: (1) the system
starts the dialogue by introducing the surrounding topic and later presents the title of the recommended movie; (2) sentences that describe recommended points of the movie are uttered multiple
times; (3) in principle, the system utters according
to the scenario, as if it takes the dialogue initiative. Since the last point can be a cause of disagreement, we designed the dialogue manager to
answer easy questions and to react to some typical
user utterances.

Movie Database
Movie1
Extract information Basicfrom the web text Information
Commentary
Web News
Synopsis
Movie Information cite
News
Review

Dialogue Manager

Scenario
scenario1
S1: Are you interested in fashion?
S2: I have the movie related to fashion.
The title is “The Intern”
S3: It’s simply wonderful.
S4: Robert De Niro is kind and cool
gentleman. I admire him.
S5: Please watch it.

scenario2

1. Ask an Initial Question (Optional)
e.g. Who is your favorite actor?
2. Decide the movie to recommend System Utterance
e.g. Movie1 (The Intern)
3. Select the dialogue scenario
e.g. scenario1

User Utterance User

4. Utter in order from the top
e.g. S1→S2→S3→S4→S5

Movie2

Figure 2: The overview of movie recommendation dialogue system

Based on the three strategies, we created one or
more scenarios for each movie. In the first part of
the scenario, the system started with movie-related
topic and presented recommended movies. In the
remaining part, the system made two utterances
that describe the recommendation points and finally prompted the user to watch the movie. We
extracted recommendation points from the user reviews of a film review website and converted them
to appropriate syntactic form by some rules.
Which movie to recommend as well as which
scenario to use are decided by the dialog manager.
It drives the dialogue based on each scenario by
referring to the movie information if necessary.
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Dialogue Collection and Analysis

We collected dialogue by our movie recommendation system on crowdsourcing. After each dialogue, we asked the worker to answer some questionnaire. We selected the following four referring
to the evaluation metrics adopted by Hiraoka et al.
(2013); Li et al. (2018); Yoshino et al. (2018).
(1) Potential Interest: Do you like movies?
(2) Watching Experience: Have you seen this
recommended movie?
(3) Persuasiveness: Do you want to see this recommended movie?
(4) Naturalness of Flow: Was the flow of dialogue natural?
The result we got suggested that our scenariobased system was able to produce natural utterances that keep the dialogue purpose.
We labeled each of the system utterances in the
collected dialogues whether it is natural in the concerned dialogue context. We conducted this annotation task also on crowdsourcing. For each system utterance except the first utterance, we asked
three workers to annotate it with one of the three
labels, Natural, Possibly Unnatural, and Unnatural. When an utterance is judged as unnatural by

Main category
Utterance-level
Response-level
Context-level
Environment-level

H+
12.7%
51.1%
29.9%
6.3%

Ours
4.1%
41.6%
54.3%
0.0%

Table 1: Distribution of error categories (H+ is numbers obtained by Higashinaka et al. (2015a)).

multiple annotators, we further classified its error
type. We adopted the error taxonomy provided by
Higashinaka et al. (2015a,b) and we further classified the error types for some subcategories based
on the observed cases. As they proposed, we also
distinguished the four hierarchical levels, namely,
utterance-level, response-level, context-level, and
environment-level (see Higashinaka et al. (2015a)
for details). Table 1 shows the distribution of error categories in dialogue data proposed by Higashinaka et al. (2015a) as well as in dialogue
data we collected. Although the direct comparison
is difficult, our data contains less utterance-level
errors and more context-level errors compared to
dialogue collected by Higashinaka et al. (2015a).
This suggests dialogues we collected contain more
errors concerned with dialogue context, which are
worth analyzing in more depth towards a better dialogue system.
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Conclusion

We proposed a human-machine dialogue collection in Japanese. The dialogue data will be made
available for research use on a request basis. Future research will have to investigate more on the
cause of contextual errors and the way to avoid the
unnatural utterances.
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